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We study the magnetic and chemical order-disorder transitions in face-centered-cubic FeNi3, FeNi, and
Fe3Ni, by Monte Carlo~MC! simulations using the Ising approximation. The calculations are done:~1! with
magnetic interactions only, assuming fixed preset degrees of chemical order,~2! with chemical interactions
only, and~3! with both magnetic and chemical interactions acting simultaneously. As expected and known from
measurements, the degree of chemical order is found to have a large influence on the magnetic transitions. On
the other hand, although one might expect the effects of magnetism on the chemical ordering processes to be
small ~because the chemical bond energies are much larger than the magnetic exchange bond energies!, one
finds that the latter effects are also large. Several new features arise that are not predicted by mean-field theory
or MC simulations with chemical interactions only. For example:~1! chemical order can be induced where
using chemical interactions only leads to the prediction of no chemical order,~2! chemical segregation can be
induced where using chemical interactions only leads to the prediction of no chemical segregation,~3! FeNi3
and Fe3Ni are found to have significantly different chemical ordering temperatures where chemical interactions
only lead to equal ordering temperatures,~4! chemical ordering temperatures are significantly shifted from their
chemical interactions only values, even when the chemical ordering temperature is larger than the magnetic
ordering temperature~or Curie point!, ~5! abrupt steps can occur in the spontaneous magnetization at the
chemical ordering temperature, when the latter is smaller than the magnetic ordering temperature, and~6!
nonlinear relations arise between the chemical ordering temperature and the usual differential bonding param-
eterU[2UFeNi-UFeFe-UNiNi , where theUi j ’s are the near-neighbor pair-wise chemical bonds.

I. INTRODUCTION

The face-centered-cubic~fcc! Fe-Ni system, with Invar at
;65 at. % Fe and Elenvar at;45 at. % Fe, has probably
been the most studied binary transition-metal alloy series.1

This is due to many factors such as Guillaume being
awarded the Nobel prize for the discovery of Invar, the sub-
sequent technological applications of Invar and Elenvar, the
quest to understand Invar behavior at a fundamental level,
the discovery of many associated properties originally
known as Invar anomalies and that have now been observed
in many other systems, and the importance of Fe-Ni alloys in
Earth and planetary science~the earth’s core and iron mete-
orites!.

The ambient-pressure temperature composition structural
phase diagram of Fe-Ni is complicated and is still being
elaborated.2,3 It includes: an Fe-rich body-centered-cubic
~bcc! phase~a-phase!, an fcc phase~g-phase! that can be
metastably quenched over a broad composition range~0–70
at. % Fe at room temperature; Invar and Elenvar are two
such alloys!, a low-spin fcc phase~gLS-phase!, and chemi-
cally ordered fcc phases centered at;50 and;25 at. % Fe
~FeNi and FeNi3 phases, respectively!. A chemically ordered
Fe3Ni fcc phase also has often been proposed but its exist-
ence has never been substantiated by firm experimental evi-
dence. In addition, high-pressures stabilize a nonmagnetic
hexagonal close-packed~hcp! phase4–6 ~«-phase! that is
closely related to thegLS-phase.

3

Different models for the magnetism of theg-phase have
been proposed: two-g-state model,7–9 weak itinerant
ferromagnetism,10 latent antiferromagnetism,11,12 etc. In all
cases, the magnetism is believed to cause Invar behavior via

some form of magnetovolume or magnetostructural cou-
pling. Recently, it has been shown13,14 that a simple local
moment model with three composition-independent pair-
specific near-neighbor~NN! magnetic exchange parameters
~JFeFe, JFeNi, and JNiNi! reproduces all of the main purely
magnetic properties of the quenchedg-phase alloys: the Cu-
rie point versus composition, the spontaneous saturation mo-
ment versus composition, the spontaneous magnetization
versus temperature at each composition, and the high-field
~paraprocess! susceptibility atT50 K versus composition.

Both cluster-method mean-field theory ~MFT!
calculations13,15 and Ising approximation Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations14 were used. The MC simulations give superior
agreement with experiment except for the paraprocess sus-
ceptibility where the Ising approximation of the MC simula-
tions gives artificial steps, whereas the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian of the MFT calculations gives realistic behavior with
gradual spin rotation. The anomalies in all the magnetic
properties are seen to arise from an antiferromagnetic NN
Fe-Fe coupling~JFeFe,0! in these otherwise ferromagnetic
alloys. Some magnetic frustration on the fcc lattice occurs at
the Fe-rich end.

It follows that high-spin fcc~g-phase! Fe-Ni alloys can be
approximated as local moment systems with stable moments
~0.6mB and 2.8mB on Ni and Fe atoms, respectively! and
NN-only Ising exchange interactions. This is particularly true
at compositionsC&50 at. % Fe where the agreement be-
tween MC simulations and measurements is quantitative. In
this paper, we assume that the same simple model of the
magnetism~with the same NNJ values! holds for the chemi-
cally orderedg-phase counterparts~Fe3Ni, FeNi, and FeNi3!
and include the chemical order-disorder process using NN-
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only chemical bonds in our MC simulations.
In FeNi and FeNi3 the degree of chemical order is known

to have a significant effect on the measured magnetic prop-
erties and a previous MFT calculation16 showed that magne-
tism measurably perturbs the FeNi3 phase boundaries in the
structural phase diagram. We now ask: How in detail does
magnetism affect the chemical ordering processes? One
might think that the effects should be very small because the
chemical bond energies are much larger than the magnetic
exchange bond energies. This however is incorrect: What
matters is that the magnetic and chemical contributions to the
change in energy on ordering are comparable. Indeed, we
find large effects where the chemical and magnetic ordering
processes are not simply mutually perturbed.

To our knowledge, only three previous MC studies17–19

have simultaneously included magnetic and chemical order-
disorder processes in alloys. These studies were concerned
with bcc Fe-Al alloys in which only one species is magnetic
and all magnetic bonds are ferromagnetic~JFeFe.0!. Ours is
the first such study in which there are two magnetic species
and the possibility of frustration. However, we do not go
beyond NN-only chemical interactions nor do we treat entire
regions in composition of the phase diagram as in previous
studies. Instead, we mainly aim to illustrate both the neces-
sity for taking magnetic and chemical interactions into ac-
count simultaneously and the most interesting features that
arise. With Fe-Ni, except in limited regions of the phase
diagram, one must allow coexisting bcc and fcc phases
which greatly complicates true phase diagram calculations at
arbitrary compositions.

II. MC METHODS

As is always the case in such calculations,20 we disallow
the phonon degrees of freedom and ignore thermal expansion
and elastic strain effects, etc. We also disallow all types of
lattice defects such as vacancies, interstitials, intergrain
boundaries, magnetic domain walls, etc. We take only the
chemical and magnetic~i.e., atomic and spin configuration!
disorders into account and conveniently model both using
Ising model statistics by the usual MC methods.

We have used lattice sizes, in units of the fcc conventional
unit-cell edge length, of 10310310, 15315315, and 20
320320 ~corresponding to 4000, 13 500, and 32 000 atoms,
respectively!, with periodic boundary conditions. We find
that the lattice size does not affect the reported calculated
properties for these sizes.

Three types of simulations were performed for each alloy:
~1! magnetic-only excitations allowed with a set predeter-
mined chemical order,~2! chemical-only processes consid-
ered with magnetic interactions ignored, and~3! chemical
and magnetic excitations allowed simultaneously.

For case~1!, the usual metropolis single-flip algorithm
was applied as described in detail elsewhere.14 Here, the
Hamiltonian is

H52(
i , j

Ji j ~m im j /4mB
2 !s is j , ~1!

where the sum is over all NN pairs,mi is the atomic moment
at sitei , mB is the Bohr magneton,Ji j is eitherJNiNi , JFeNi or

JFeFedepending oni and j , andsi is the usual Ising variable
~or spin! equal to61.

For case ~2!, rather than work in the usual grand-
canonical ensemble where the composition is controlled by a
chemical potential,20 we work directly in the canonical en-
semble with fixed composition and use the following algo-
rithm rather than map onto the equivalent spin system: two
sites are selected at random and the atoms at these site are
interchanged if they are of different species and the MC con-
dition is satisfied. The same final configurations were found
if the two sites were imposed to be NN sites however equili-
bration times were much longer. As in the magnetic calcula-
tion, we avoid the problem of domain walls by starting with
a perfectly ordered state atT'0 K and moving up in tem-
perature with small enough steps, using the previous equilib-
rium state as the new initial state.

For case~3!, the same strategy for avoiding domain walls
is used except that the system is spin equilibrated at the new
temperature before the MC algorithm that combines both
chemical and magnetic equilibration is applied. The latter
algorithm consists of picking two atoms of different species
at random. One also chooses one of the following three op-
tions at random:~i! the spins of the two atoms are not
changed,~ii ! the spin of one atom is flipped,~iii ! both spins
are flipped. One then exchanges the two atoms~preserving
their new spin orientations! if the MC condition with the
chosen spin option is satisfied. This algorithm again allows
us to work at a constant chosen composition.

III. RESULTS

Each alloy of interest has a single true equilibrium mag-
netic ordering temperature~or Curie point!, TC~equil!, and a
single true equilibrium chemical~or atomic! ordering tem-
perature,Ta~equil!. At and aboveTC~equil!, the alloy can
have long-range chemical order@if TC~equil!,Ta~equil!# or
short-range chemical order only@if TC~equil!.Ta~equil!#.
Similarly, at and aboveTa~equil!, the alloy can have long- or
short-range magnetic order. In addition, magnetic ordering
temperatures of nonequilibrium~metastable! states can be
measured. For example, the alloy can be quenched from the
melt into an almost perfectly random chemical state and then
its magnetic transition,TC~random!, is measured in a time
too short to allow significant chemical ordering. Similarly,
whenTC~equil!!Ta~equil!, the magnetic ordering tempera-
ture of the perfectly chemically ordered state,TC~ordered!, is
approximately given byTC~equil!.

A. Magnetic interactions only

In this section, we simulate the magnetic properties of
Fe3Ni, FeNi, and FeNi3 alloys that are either in a perfectly
ordered chemical state or in a perfectly random chemical
state. This shows conclusively the large effect that the degree
of chemical order is predicted to have on the magnetic prop-
erties. The NN magnetic exchange constants@Ji j ’s in Eq. ~1!#
that we use are those obtained from a detailed comparison
between simulations and experiments on quenched chemi-
cally random state alloys in the entire accessible composition
range:14 JNiNi5700 K, JFeNi5355 K, and JFeFe5225 K.
These correspond to magnetic bond energies
(uJi jm im j /4m B

2 u) of 65, 150, and 50 K, respectively.
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The crystal structure of the chemically ordered state of
FeNi3 is shown on the conventional fcc cell in Fig. 1. The
results for FeNi3 are illustrated in Fig. 2 where the sponta-
neous average moment per atomm and the zero-field average

magnetic energy per atomEmagn, are shown as functions of
temperature for the chemically ordered and random states.
Herem(T) shows the usual finite-size effects just aboveTC ,
however,Emagn(T) does not have noticeable finite-size ef-
fects and its tails aboveTC are due to true magnetic short-
range order. The magnetic ordering temperatures are equally
well estimated from them(T) curves or from the inflection
points in theEmagn(T) curves. These estimates give suffi-
ciently small errors of approximately 5–10 K~;1–2 %!
such that it was not necessary to use the cumulant intersec-
tion method to locateTC .

The simulation values forTC~ordered! andTC~random! in
FeNi3 are 1180 and 870 K, respectively. This compares fa-
vorably with the best experimental values of21 940 and22 850
K, respectively. The experimental value forTC~ordered! is an
underestimate related to the fact that the measuredTa in
FeNi3 is

23 770 K, significantly belowTC~ordered! at tem-
peratures where diffusion is relatively fast for the magneti-
zation measurements used. Our simulation therefore predicts
the true value ofTC~ordered!, to be compared with an even-
tual value from a sufficiently fast measurement. Even an in-
stantaneous measurement ofTC by heating would also rep-
resent an underestimate, however, because the perfectly
chemically ordered initial state cannot be prepared and is
ultimately limited by the required annealing times at low
temperatures.

Finally, note that the simulated saturation moments per
atom of both chemically ordered and random FeNi3 are ex-
actly the same and equal to the measured value of 1.15mB .
This value corresponds to all Fe and Ni moments being fer-
romagnetically aligned~i.e., 0.2532.8mB10.7530.6mB!.
The difference in ground-state magnetic energy per atom of
the chemically ordered and random alloys is
Emagn~ordered;T50!2Emagn~random;T50!52107 K.

The crystal structure of the chemically ordered state of
FeNi is shown on the conventional fcc cell in Fig. 3. The
results for FeNi are illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the simulation
values forTC~ordered! andTC~random! are 1020 and 820 K,
respectively. The latter compares well with the measured
value of22 785 K. Because of the low chemical ordering tem-
perature of only24 593 K for this alloy, the measured
TC~ordered! for FeNi should be considered an underestimate

FIG. 1. Conventional unit cell of chemically ordered FeNi3 ~or
Fe3Ni! with filled circles representing Ni~or Fe! atoms and open
circles representing Fe~or Ni! atoms.

FIG. 2. MC simulated magnetic properties of FeNi3 allowing
only the magnetic degrees of freedom and assuming either perfect
chemical randomness~open circles! or perfect chemical order~filled
circles!: ~a! spontaneous average moment per atom versus tempera-
ture, ~b! average magnetic energy per atom versus temperature.

FIG. 3. Conventional unit cell of chemically ordered FeNi with
filled circles representing Ni~or Fe! atoms and open circles repre-
senting Fe~or Ni! atoms.
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and is25 840 K. Indeed, an FeNi sample with significant
chemical order has, to our knowledge, never been syntheti-
cally produced by simple annealing. Particle irradiation is
required in the laboratory and most of what is known about
chemically ordered FeNi comes from iron meteorite studies
where it is called tetrataenite.3

For FeNi, the chemically ordered state again has a higher
TC but the spontaneous magnetic moment curves for the or-
dered and random phases now have two notable differences
that were not exhibited in FeNi3. First, the saturation mo-
ments per atom are significantly different. That of the chemi-
cally ordered phase is 1.70mB corresponding as expected to
complete ferromagnetic alignment (0.532.8mB10.5
30.6mB) whereas that of the chemically random phase is
1.68mB corresponding to 0.71% of the Fe moments being in
local environments such that they are antiferromagnetically
aligned with the sample magnetization. Secondly, them(T)
curve for the chemically random phase is flattened in com-
parison with that of the chemically ordered phase. This is a
common effect of disorder in magnetic systems and arises
from the fact that there are many local environments in
which the moments can be thermally excited even at the
lower temperatures compared toTC .

The crystal structure of the chemically ordered state of
Fe3Ni is taken to be the same as that of FeNi3 ~Fig. 1! with
Fe and Ni atoms interchanged. Chemically ordered Fe3Ni has
never been synthesized or conclusively observed in nature.
At this composition, synthetic alloys are usually bcc since
the bcc/fcc instability occurs at;30 at. % Ni at RT. None-
theless, there have been suggestions3 that the occurrence of
chemically ordered Fe3Ni could resolve various difficulties
related to the metallurgy of both particle-irradiated synthetic
Fe-Ni alloys and meteoritic Fe-Ni alloys. It therefore seems
worthwhile to extend our simulations to Fe3Ni and to con-
sider our results as predictions that cannot yet be compared
with sufficiently complete experimental data.

Note that, at this composition, a low-spin fcc state may be
more thermodynamically stable than the high-spin fcc
state3,26 that we model for the sake of describing its charac-
teristics. Also, recently,27 bulk amounts of high-spin fcc
phase have been produced by mechanical alloying, to Fe
contents as high as 80 at. % Fe.

The results for Fe3Ni are illustrated in Fig. 5. Here again,
the chemically ordered state has a higherTC than the chemi-
cally random state, 580 versus 520 K, respectively. Them(T)
curves themselves, however, for the chemically ordered and

FIG. 4. MC simulated magnetic properties of FeNi allowing
only the magnetic degrees of freedom and assuming either perfect
chemical randomness~open circles! or perfect chemical order~filled
circles!: ~a! spontaneous average moment per atom versus tempera-
ture, ~b! average magnetic energy per atom versus temperature.

FIG. 5. MC simulated magnetic properties of Fe3Ni allowing
only the magnetic degrees of freedom and assuming either perfect
chemical randomness~open circles! or perfect chemical order~filled
circles!: ~a! spontaneous average moment per atom versus tempera-
ture, ~b! average magnetic energy per atom versus temperature.
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random states are much more different for Fe3Ni than they
are for FeNi or FeNi3. The saturation moment per atom for
chemically ordered Fe3Ni is 2.25mB , corresponding to all Fe
and Ni moments being ferromagnetically aligned, whereas,
for disordered Fe3Ni it is only 1.41mB , corresponding to
20.0% of the Fe moments being antiferromagnetically
aligned to the bulk magnetization. Figure 5 also shows that
them(T) curve for chemically ordered Fe3Ni has some struc-
ture in theT5100–400 K range. This arises from the very
different magnetic coupling strengths of Fe and Ni in this
structure.

B. Chemical interactions only

We model the chemical binding forces by NN-only bonds,
UNiNi , UNiFe, andUFeFe, that depend only on the identities
of the interacting NN atoms. Some justification for this is
given by electronic-structure calculations.28 The Ni-Ni bond
is taken to be that,UNiNi528590 K, which corresponds to
the measured cohesive energy of fcc nickel,29 assuming that
the chemical bond energy is the dominant contribution. The
Fe-Fe bond is taken to correspond to the cohesive energy of
high-spin fcc iron, obtained by extrapolation from the mea-
sured cohesive energies29 of fcc copper, fcc nickel, and hcp
cobalt:UFeFe528400 K. This leavesUNiFe which is taken to
give the best agreement between the measuredTa~equil! val-
ues for FeNi and FeNi3 and the MC values,Ta~chem!, in-
cluding only chemical interactions~see below!: UNiFe
529200 K.

Many other values of the bond energies were also used in
order to evaluate how they determine the value ofTa~chem!,
allowing chemical interactions only. Typical results are
shown in Fig. 6 where it is seen that, just as in MFT,

Ta~chem! is proportional to the particular combination
U[2UNiFe-UFeFe-UNiNi , irrespective of the individual values
used. Also, just as in MFT, theTa~chem! for Fe3Ni is the
same, for a given value ofU, as that for FeNi3. The propor-
tionality constants, however, are different for MFT and MC
simulations: As usual, MFT overestimates the ordering tem-
peratures because it disallows fluctuations.

Another interesting difference between the MFT and MC
predictions seen in Fig. 6 is that MFT has theTa~chem! of
FeNi being larger than that of FeNi3 whereas MC has the
Ta~chem! of FeNi being smaller than that of FeNi3, in better
agreement with the measuredTa~equil! values. Also, MFT
predicts a second-order transition for FeNi and first-order
transitions for Fe3Ni and FeNi3, whereas the transitions ob-
tained by MC appear similar in character for all three alloys
~see below! and are probably first order.

In describing the degree of chemical order and the chemi-
cal order-disorder transition, we define two quantities: the
long-range order parameter~LROP! p and the short-range
order parameter~SROP! r . Both have the value 1 in the
perfectly ordered state and the value 0 in the perfectly ran-
dom state. The lattices of the ordered binary alloys are di-
vided into sublatticesA andB; the two sublattices that re-
ceive Fe and Ni atoms, respectively, in the perfectly ordered
states.

In the FeNi system,p is defined by

NFe,A5N~11p!/2, ~2!

whereNFe,A is the number of Fe atoms on sublatticeA andN
is the total number of Fe atoms. In this system, the SROP is
defined by

r5q23, ~3!

whereq is the average number of NN Fe-Ni bonds per atom.
Here,q54 for perfectly ordered FeNi andq53 for perfectly
random FeNi~Fig. 3!. In other words,r measures the pref-
erence for Fe-Ni bonds that drives the ordering process. It
can be nonzero aboveTa where the LROP is zero.

Similarly, in the FeNi3 system, the LROP is defined by

NFe,A5N~113p!/4 ~4!

and the SROP is given by

r5~4q29!/3, ~5!

whereq53 for perfectly ordered FeNi3 andq59/4 for per-
fectly random FeNi3. The same holds for Fe3Ni, with Fe and
Ni interchanged.

Figure 7 shows the LROP, the SROP, and the chemical
bond energy per atomEchem, as functions of temperature for
FeNi3. Figures 8 and 9 show the same properties for FeNi
and Fe3Ni, respectively. In all three cases both the SROP and
Echemshow significant short-range order far aboveTa . This,
with the results of the previous section, shows that chemical
order can significantly affect the magnetic properties even
whenTC is much larger thanTa . It also suggests, contrary to
what is often assumed, that rapid quenching from the melt to
a perfectly random state is impossible.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows that it is impossible to match the
measuredTa~equil! values for FeNi and FeNi3 ~593 and 770
K, respectively! with the MCTa~chem! values using a single

FIG. 6. Chemical~or atomic! order-disorder transition tempera-
ture Ta versus minus the bond energy parameter
U[2UFeNi-UFeFe-UNiNi calculated: by MFT for FeNi~dashed line!,
by MFT for FeNi3 and Fe3Ni ~dotted line!, by MC for FeNi ~open
circles!, by MC for FeNi3 and Fe3Ni ~closed circles!. The horizontal
lines show the measuredTa values for FeNi~593 K! and FeNi3
~770 K!.
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value ofU. Fair agreement occurs atU521410 K and this
was used to evaluateUFeNi but it is not good agreement~Fig.
6!. This is not surprising given the simplicity of the model:
NN-only two-body interactions, etc. Nonetheless, it is inter-
esting to explore the extent to which such matching is pos-
sible simply by simultaneously allowing the chemical and
magnetic degrees of freedom. It is equally interesting to see
the extent to which each of the isolated behaviors is changed
by the coexistence.

C. Simultaneous magnetic and chemical interactions

In Sec. III A, we calculatedTC~ordered! andTC~random!
by allowing only the magnetic interactions and by assuming
either perfect chemical order or perfect chemical random-
ness, respectively. As mentioned above, it is possible to per-
form nonequilibrium measurements ofTC~ordered! and
TC~random! because the magnetic equilibration time is much
shorter than the chemical equilibration time. Of course, with
a sufficiently slow measurement, what is measured is
TC~equil!. In Sec. III B, we calculatedTa~chem! by allowing
only the chemical interactions. What is measured, however,
is alwaysTa~equil!. In this section, we calculateTa~equil!
andTC~equil! by assuming that the chemical and magnetic
interactions are the dominant interactions.

Clearly, TC~equil! will be between TC~random! and
TC~ordered!, depending on the degree of chemical long- or
short-range order atTC~equil!. In addition, one of the main
results of the present paper, is thatTa~equil! is significantly
different fromTa~chem!, even ifTa~equil!.TC~equil!, and is
only equal toTa~chem! if Ta~equil!@TC~equil! such that
magnetic short-range order is negligible atTa~equil!.

The results for FeNi3, taking the same magnetic and
chemical interaction parameters as before, are shown in Fig.
10. Here, the average spin per atom,^S&, is shown instead of
the average moment per atom [^S&5m(T)/2mB], on the
same scale as the chemical long-range and short-range order
parameters. The chemical and magnetic contributions to the
total average energy per atom and the latter total energy are
also shown. In comparing to Figs. 2 and 7, for FeNi3, we
note thatTC~equil! is larger thanTC~random! and smaller
thanTC~ordered! because of the chemical short-range order.
We also note thatTa~equil! is larger thanTa~chem! because
of the presence of magnetic order, and that an abrupt step of
magnitude 0.04mB per atom occurs in the equilibrium spon-
taneous magnetization atTa~equil!.

FIG. 7. MC simulated crystal chemical properties of FeNi3 al-
lowing only the chemical~i.e., atomic position exchange! degree of
freedom and neglecting the magnetic interactions:~a! the LROP,p
~open circles! and SROP,r ~filled circles! versus temperature,~b!
the average chemical bond energy per atom versus temperature.

FIG. 8. MC simulated crystal chemical properties of FeNi al-
lowing only the chemical~i.e., atomic position exchange! degree of
freedom and neglecting the magnetic interactions:~a! the LROP,p
~open circles! and SROP,r ~filled circles! versus temperature,~b!
the average chemical bond energy per atom versus temperature.
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Similar results for FeNi are shown in Fig. 11. An abrupt
step of magnitude 0.1mB per atom occurs in the equilibrium
spontaneous magnetization at the presumably first-order
chemical ordering transition. The chemical and magnetic or-
dering temperatures are affected by the combined magnetic
and chemical interactions in a qualitatively similar way as in
FeNi3.

The results for Fe3Ni are shown in Fig. 12. Contrary to
FeNi3 and FeNi, Fe3Ni hasTC~equil!,Ta~equil!. In compar-
ing Fig. 12 to Fig. 5, one notes that the spontaneous average
moment per atom for the case of combined interactions is the
same within error as for the case of magnetic only interac-
tions with fixed perfect chemical order. This is because, even
for temperatures up toTC~equil! in the case of combined
interactions, the chemical LROP is not significantly lower
than 1. In particular, the same structure atT5100–400 K
in ^S& versus T @or m(T)# is present andTC~equil!
5TC~ordered!, within error. The chemical ordering tempera-
ture in the case with combined interactions~Fig. 12! is also
the same within error as in the case of chemical only inter-
actions~Fig. 9!. However, we have found that with different
choices of the NN chemical bond parameters that give com-

parable values ofTa~equil! it is usual for Ta~equil! to be
larger thanTa~chem!, by typically 30 K or so. This occurs
despite the fact thatTC~equil!,Ta~equil! because of mag-
netic short-range order aboveTC~equil!. Most interestingly,
whereas with chemical only interactions FeNi3 and Fe3Ni
had the same chemical ordering temperatures~Fig. 6!, with
combined chemical and magnetic interactions they have sig-
nificantly differentTa~equil! values.

The above results concerning the various ordering tem-
peratures are given more quantitatively in Tables I and II. We
see that~Table I!, in the cases of FeNi3 and FeNi where
TC~equil!.Ta~equil!, the chemical ordering temperatures are
increased by 100 K, relative to chemical only interactions.
Regarding the magnetic ordering temperatures~Table II!, re-
call ~Sec. III A! that the measured values are estimates, given
the kinetics involved and the nonzero and finite measurement
times. For all three alloys, TC~random!<TC~equil!
<TC~ordered!, as expected. All three alloys have
TC~random!,TC~ordered! and the difference between
TC~random! and TC~ordered! decreases as Fe content in-
creases. The relationship between the latter difference and Fe
content is expected to be complicated because the degree of
magnetic frustration in the disordered alloys increases with
Fe content.

It is also of interest to examine how long- and short-range
magnetic order affect chemical short-range order above
Ta~equil!. This is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 where the chemi-
cal SROP’s are plotted versusT/Ta for chemical-only and

FIG. 9. MC simulated crystal chemical properties of Fe3Ni al-
lowing only the chemical~i.e., atomic position exchange! degree of
freedom and neglecting the magnetic interactions:~a! the LROP,p
~open circles! and SROP,r ~filled circles! versus temperature,~b!
the average chemical bond energy per atom versus temperature.

FIG. 10. MC simulated crystal chemical and magnetic equilib-
rium properties of FeNi3 allowing both chemical and magnetic de-
grees of freedom simultaneously:~a! chemical LROP~filled tri-
angles!, chemical SROP~open triangles!, and average spin per atom
^S& ~open circles!, as functions of temperature;~b! chemical energy
per atom~open circles, left scale!, magnetic energy per atom~open
diamonds, right scale!, and total energy per atom~filled circles, left
scale!, as functions of temperature.
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combined chemical and magnetic interactions, for FeNi3 and
FeNi, respectively. For both alloys, the value of
TC~equil!/Ta~equil! on theT/Ta axis is shown by a vertical
dashed line. The corresponding chemical SROP’s as func-
tions ofT/Ta for Fe3Ni, which hasTC~equil!,Ta~equil!, are
equal within error~60.003! at all T/Ta.1.

Figures 13 and 14 show that, in cases where
TC~equil!.Ta~equil!, the magnetically induced contributions
to the chemical short-range order are largest at temperatures
below TC~equil! and decrease monotonically as
T/Ta→TC~equil!/Ta~equil! but remain significant far above
TC~equil!/Ta~equil!, as they continue to decrease as tempera-
ture is increased. BelowTC~equil! the magnetically induced
increase in chemical short-range order is about 10% whereas
just aboveTC~equil! it is about 1–2 %. Therefore, both mag-
netic long-range order and magnetic short-range order affect
chemical short-range order aboveTa .

D. General predictions with combined chemical
and magnetic interactions

We now diverge a little from the specific cases of FeNi3,
FeNi, and Fe3Ni alloys in order to consider some interesting
additional predicted phenomena that arise when chemical

FIG. 13. MC simulated equilibrium chemical SROP versus
T/Ta~equil! for FeNi3 calculated either with chemical interactions
only ~open circles! or with both chemical and magnetic interactions
~filled circles!. The position ofTC~equil! is shown by a vertical
dashed line.

FIG. 11. MC simulated crystal chemical and magnetic equilib-
rium properties of FeNi allowing both chemical and magnetic de-
grees of freedom simultaneously. The symbols have the same mean-
ings as in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. MC simulated crystal chemical and magnetic equilib-
rium properties of Fe3Ni allowing both chemical and magnetic de-
grees of freedom simultaneously. The symbols have the same mean-
ings as in Fig. 10.

TABLE I. MC and measured chemical ordering temperatures in
K.

Alloy

MC Measured

Ta~chem! Ta~equil! Ta~equil!

FeNi3 660 760 770
FeNi 620 720 593
Fe3Ni 660 660
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and magnetic interactions act simultaneously. In particular,
we examine how the general behavior depicted in Fig. 6 is
affected by including the magnetic interactions.

Typical results are shown in Fig. 15. We find that, for a
given set of magnetic exchange parameters, the differential
bond energy parameterU[2UFeNi-UFeFe-UNiNi is again a
valid parameter in that, for each alloy,Ta~equil! is a function
only of U, not of the particular values ofUFeNi, UFeFe, and
UNiNi . By comparing with Fig. 6, we note several new fea-
tures in Fig. 15: FeNi3 and Fe3Ni have different chemical
ordering temperatures and theTa versusU curves are no
longer linear and no longer intersect the origin. Also, the
Ta~equil! versus U curves ~Fig. 15! approach the MC
Ta~chem! versusU curves~Fig. 6! asU increases. The latter
behavior is expected because asU increases, for fixed mag-
netic exchange parameters, the chemical component of the
change in energy per exchange in the atomic positions of an
Fe-Ni pair becomes much larger than the magnetic compo-
nent.

The special case of Fe3Ni stoichiometry is discussed be-
low. The fact that, for FeNi3 and FeNi stoichiometries, the
Ta~equil! versusU curves intersect theU50 axis at positive
Ta~equil! values means that the magnetic interactions induce

chemical order in these systems, that have no chemical bond
energy preference for chemical order.

This is shown for FeNi3 stoichiometry in Fig. 16 where,
although U50, Ta~equil!5140 K. The chemical order-
disorder transition does not cause a break in the magnetiza-
tion because at temperatures well belowTC~equil! @or
TC~random! or TC~ordered!# the chemically random and or-
dered states have the same~saturation! moment per atom. By
comparison, the break seen in Fig. 10~or Fig. 11! arises from
the combined facts that Ta~equil!;TC~equil! and
TC~random!ÞTC~ordered!, such that, as the temperature is
increased throughTa~equil!, the magnetization~or ^S&! at
Ta~equil! goes from one corresponding to a largeTC
@;TC~ordered!# to one corresponding to a smallerTC
@;TC~random!#.

Also, aU50 system with chemical only interactions has
chemical long- and short-range order parameters of zero at
all nonzero temperatures, however, Fig. 16 shows that our
U50 FeNi3 system with magnetic interactions has signifi-
cant chemical short-range order up toTC~equil! and nonzero
values of the chemical SROP even aboveTC~equil!. Here,
the chemical SROP is clearly correlated to^S&, dropping

FIG. 14. MC simulated equilibrium chemical SROP versus
T/Ta~equil! for FeNi calculated either with chemical interactions
only ~open circles! or with both chemical and magnetic interactions
~filled circles!. The position ofTC~equil! is shown by a vertical
dashed line.

FIG. 15. Chemical~or atomic! order-disorder transition tem-
perature Ta versus minus the bond energy parameter
U[2UFeNi-UFeFe-UNiNi obtained from MC simulations that com-
bine the chemical and magnetic interactions~with JNiNi5700 K,
JFeNi5355 K, andJFeFe5225 K! for FeNi3 ~filled circles!, FeNi
~open circles!, and Fe3Ni ~filled triangles!. The horizontal lines
show the measuredTa values for FeNi~593 K! and FeNi3 ~770 K!.

TABLE II. MC and measured magnetic ordering temperatures in K.

Alloy

MC Measured

TC~random! TC~ordered! TC~equil! TC~random! TC~ordered!

FeNi3 870 1180 970 850 940
FeNi 820 1020 910 785 840
Fe3Ni 520 580 580
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more rapidly when̂S& drops asTC~equil! is approached. As
with UÞ0 systems~Figs. 13 and 14!, the chemical SROP is
nonzero aboveTC~equil! because of magnetic short-range
order, although the simulated behavior is somewhat impre-
cise here due to finite-size effects that causeu^S&u to be non-
zero aboveTC~equil!.

Figure 17 shows an analogous situation for the FeNiU50
case where aTa~equil!5130 K is induced by the magnetism.
In addition, we have found that it is possible to induce a
Ta~equil!.0 and significant chemical short-range order to
high temperatures up toT;TC~equil! in systems that, from a
chemical-only perspective, would phase separate~U.0!.
This suggests that real systems could be found that are mis-
cible below a magnetic ordering temperature and phase sepa-
rate above the magnetic ordering temperature.

Finally, we describe the more complicated case of Fe3Ni
stoichiometry withU.0. Here additional interesting features
are expected because, due to magnetic frustration, the satu-
ration moments per atom are very different for the chemi-
cally ordered and disordered states~Fig. 5!. Indeed, atU50,
the chemically ordered state is not stabilized by the magne-
tism at any temperature, such thatTa is not defined. AtT50
K, a completely segregated~Fe and Ni phase separated state!
leads to lower total energy than either a chemically ordered
or disordered state with equilibrated spin structure. The
ground state seems to be a complicated~possibly composi-

tionally modulated or banded! segregated state. This also
holds for small negativeU, up toU.250 K where segre-
gated and ordered states have about the same energies at
T50 K. At U52100 K, a stable chemically ordered ground
state is found but the higher temperature behavior is ambigu-
ous withTa being difficult to locate. Normal behavior, such
as that depicted in Figs. 16 and 17, is recovered atU52200
K, which is the last point shown on the graph~Fig. 15!.

Although more work is needed, that is beyond the scope
of the present paper, the case of Fe3Ni stoichiometry shows
that magnetism can induce phase separation in a system
whose chemical only interactions would give rise to misci-
bility. Even if they occur at low temperatures, such phenom-
ena could potentially be observed in slowly cooled meteor-
ites~e.g., 1 K/Ma! or by particle irradiation treatments at low
temperatures.3

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that in FeNi3, FeNi, and Fe3Ni alloys,
with typical values of the interaction parameters that give
agreement with measured properties, it is necessary to in-
clude both chemical and magnetic degrees of freedom in
simulating the equilibrium properties because, not only does
the degree of chemical order affect the magnetism~i.e., satu-
ration moments, Curie points, degree of magnetic order,
etc.!, but the presence of magnetic interactions also signifi-
cantly affects the crystal chemical properties~i.e., chemical
ordering temperatures, chemical long- and short-range order
parameters, etc.!.

FIG. 16. MC simulated crystal chemical and magnetic equilib-
rium properties, allowing both chemical and magnetic degrees of
freedom simultaneously, for FeNi3 with UFeNi adjusted such that
U50: ~a! chemical LROP~filled triangles!, chemical SROP~open
triangles!, and average spin per atom̂S& ~open circles!, as func-
tions of temperature;~b! chemical energy per atom~open circles,
left scale!, magnetic energy per atom~open diamonds, right scale!,
and total energy per atom~filled circles, left scale!, as functions of
temperature.

FIG. 17. MC simulated crystal chemical and magnetic equilib-
rium properties, allowing both chemical and magnetic degrees of
freedom simultaneously, for FeNi withUFeNi adjusted such that
U50. The symbols have the same meanings as in Fig. 16.
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Just as chemical order effects on the magnetism can ex-
tend to temperatures much greater than the chemical order-
disorder transition temperature because of chemical shor-
trange order, magnetic effects on the chemical ordering
process can extend beyond the magnetic ordering tempera-
ture because of magnetic short-range order. Above the
chemical and magnetic ordering temperatures, the chemical
and magnetic interactions continue to be important simulta-
neously in determining both the chemical and magnetic
properties.

What matters is not that the chemical bond energies (Ui j )
are much larger than the magnetic bond energies (Ji j SiSj )
but that thechangein chemical energy per atom is compa-
rable in magnitude to the change in magnetic energy per
atom, on crossing the chemical order-disorder transition. In
the Fe-Ni alloys, which are typical magnetic transition-metal
compound-forming alloys, the magnetic component to the
driving force for chemical order is comparable in magnitude
to the chemical bond component.

The results of the present work allow one to make the
following suggestions concerning Fe-Ni metallurgy and
future work on metallic magnetic alloys in general. In
attempting theoretical descriptions of the equilibrium struc-
tural phase diagram of Fe-Ni:~1! magnetic interactions
must be included, and~2! MFT cannot be used for either
the magnetic degrees of freedom~because of magnetic frus-
tration and magnetic short-range order! or the chemical de-
grees of freedom~because chemical ordering temperatures
are over estimated and chemical short-range order is
ignored!.

The present work shows that when the differential chemi-
cal bond parameterU is small ~or even positive! the mag-
netic interactions can dominate the chemical ordering pro-

cesses. New predicted phenomena include: magnetically
induced chemical order, magnetically induced chemical seg-
regation, and magnetically driven miscibility/phase-
separation transitions. Often, such phenomena will not be
observed simply because the chemical equilibration times are
too long at the temperatures where they occur. This can be
surmounted experimentally by using low-temperature par-
ticle irradiation as a means of achieving equilibrium~e.g.,
Ref. 3!.

Finally, recent progress has been made in including
chemical and magnetic interactions by doing electronic-
structure calculations to examine chemical short-range order
at high temperatures.30With such elaborate calculations, it is
difficult to include certain important realistic effects such as
chemical disorder-induced local lattice deformation,
whereas, it would be relatively easy to combine MC simula-
tions such as ours with molecular dynamics to include: local
strain, atomic vibrations, and various defects. Nonetheless,
ab initio electronic-structure calculations are needed to test
the degree of validity of the simplifying assumptions used
in the more phenomenological simulations, and to supply
estimates of the various microscopic parameters that are
used. Electronic-structure calculations, when they include
realistic features, supply a rigorous footing whereas the
simulations can give transparent views of the key driving
mechanisms. The two approaches should complement each
other.
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